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the longest, the 7th and 6th tend to be but slightly shorter; the 6th is often as 
long as, or only slightly shorter than, the 7th (usually less than 2 min. shorter); 
the 6th is usually slightly longer than the 9th. That wing shape is correlated with 
length of migration seems to be indicated further by the fact that P. r. cooperi, the 
race of the Summer Tanager breeding in southwestern United States and north- 
western Mexico, which is at most a short-distance migrant (not reported wintering 
south of Mexico), shows a more rounded wing than the highly migratory eastern 
race. Of 30 adult specimens of cooperi examined, while all had the 6th primary 
slightly shorter than the 7th, 23 had the 6th slightly longer than the 9th (a few of 
these perhaps the same length); only 7 had the 6th definitely shorter than the 
9th. Of course, these comparisons assume remiges that are full grown and not 
excessively worn. Length of primaries here refers to relative extent of the tips of 
the feathers without flattening (not to over-all dimensions of individual remiges 
from their insertion at base).--E. Eisenmann, American Museum of Natural 
History, New York, N.Y. 10024. 

White-breasted Nuthatch Bill Abnormality Corrected by Wear.--On 
November 2, 1963, I banded a male White-breasted Nuthatch (Sitta carolinensis) 
whose maxilla extended about 2 mm. beyond his mandible and curved up at the 
tip. I did not then measure culmen and gonys, but on January 26, 1964, I found 
these to be 20 and 16 mm. respectively; the maxilla now extended 1.5 mm. beyond 
the mandible. On the same day another male's culmen was 18 mm., which agrees 
with the .70 hmh given by Chapman (Handbook of Birds of Eastern North 
America, 1940: 397); this bird's gonys was 16 mm. Again on April 19 1 trapped the 
first male; his culmen then was 17.75 min., gonys 14.25 min., and the tips of the 
bill were even. So over the winter the excessive growth had been worn away and a 
normal bill attained. Mason (Bird-Banding, 33: 100, 1962) has reported a Brown 
Thrasher (Toxostoma rufum) whose excessively long mandible "corrected itself."-- 
Hervey Brackbill, 2620 Poplar Drive, Baltimore, Maryland. 

An Apparently Melanic Hairy Woodpecker from New Mexico.--While 
studying specimens of various species of Dendrocopos in the American Museum of 
Natural History, I came upon an oddly plumaged Hairy Woodpecker taken at 
Folsom, New Mexico. The specimen (A.M.N.H. No. 363272) was collected on 
9 October 1918 at an elevation of 7,500 feet, and is from the collection of Austin 
Paul Smith. Two other specimens taken at the same locality on 9 and 13 October 
1918 are typical of the large, and sharply contrasthug white and black subspecies 
Dendrocopos villosus monticola. The aberrant specimen, an adult male, exhibits a 
reduction of white on its back--only the central back feathers show any white, and 
the white occurs mixed with black as barring. Instead of the large white wing 
spots of D. v. monticola this male's wings have but traces of spotting in two areas 
of the primaries (near their base, and about midway in their length). In contrast 
to this dorsal restriction of white, the white of the underwings is extensive, almost 
forming a white patch. This ventral white is on the immr vanes of the flight 
feathers, which normally have large white spots in the race monticola. Indeed, the 
four outermost secondaries on each side have typical white spotting. The closed 
wing, however, appears all black. 

The facial pattern of this male is abnormally black; the white superciliary 
stripes are restricted and the white subocular stripes are almost eliminated anter- 
iorly by the broadened black malar and anterior auricular stripes. The malar 
stripes are virtually black, without the white marking normally found in the 
Hairy Woodpecker. Its nasal tufts are dusky white with black infringing on its 
borders. Posteriorly the black malar stripes become much broader, forming a large 
black patch before the shoulder; this patch continues onto its sides. The sides and 
fla•kks are heavily streaked with black, many feathers being entirely black on their 
immr vanes. Medially the streaking is less pronounced. Overall the black of its 
sides considerably restricts the ventral white coloration, especially in the lower 
throat and lower breast regions. Posteriorly the markings form conspicuous bars 
on the flanks of the specimm•. The outer rect. rices are heavily barred in this speci- 
men. The outermost (sixth) rectrices bear three full bars, as do the hmer vanes of 
the fifth and the fourth rectrices. The outer vanes of the fourth rectriees bear one 
incomplete bar, and those of the fifth rectrices have two bars. Hairy Woodpeckers 
(most races) normally lack barring on the outer rectrices, or at most show traces 
of a single bar. 


